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< p > in the so-called "race" is popular for 15 years, drug appears to the street of a group of people a tonic, 16 years to the first
quarter, new shelf in the most attention degree or Zeus. Although I heard you haven't got the goods. Some domestic (here including
Taiwan Hongkong, Hongkong Taiwan not to talk about) the brand already has a solid foundation, like Aventon, a tsunami, you touch
this circle will hear the two brands, these two brands can be said to hold up half the sky, Aventon Cordoba, and the Rangers two
should be a tsunami one of the representative, but very sad, China was marked not sell expensive labels that you want to make you
want to stand, and to meet the market becomes impossible, slowly become businessmen, become common, that is underestimated,
Rangers, Cordoba is a very strong comprehensive shelf, low price, very suitable for introduction, these words played it for a while
people speak out, not false, but the domestic outlet should be more than that. AV has been the impact of the high-end market, and
Godandfamous cooperation, although in the domestic not popular, but AV diamond should are well known, if not a knife type seat
tube, I really will consider, great design, but can not be too high, yes, I want to a higher than 5000 frame made in China will not have
how many people to buy this is domestic most unfortunate place, tsunami 853, I also like, but subconsciously, I really feel he is
expensive. Subtle, homemade frame really can't do, do high-end? Airwalk, YHC. The two should circle in the Senate, from the
beginning of the epidemic, to now fade, Airwalk has been very difficult to see, but Evo Airwalk kero several frame is still give me
caused great influence, is not difficult to see in the shadow behind the other shelf, but is in reference with the growth and progress,
Airwalk as to what became of. I don't know, it is said to go to foreign development, also did not see the what improvement,also has a
class, the price is not high, is also very good, some manufacturers in Hongkong and Taiwan, do not go. A good idea of which,,, but
this kind of appearance rate is also very high, like a hot skream couplets octachi proud of a cat, it's easy to see the common, some in
order to meet the consumer choice is regrettable, but different degree to meet the consumers just need, easy to say, these still have
to force the grid, is not difficult to expect to buy this kind of shelf, there is no too much money to buy more expensive, do not want to
buy cheap, or is really like, the domestic works are in this position is not false, because the more expensive, more large space, the
performance is really how many people feel out? These 606160697075 really everyone needs? I don't think so, three? The scales of
welding, welding? Brazing? Really understand? Consumer >
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